


The launch of the EVO 3 A1 Airsoft gun marks  
a new era in ASG’s history. For the first time  
we are manufacturing a complete Airsoft AEG, 
offering us the opportunity to bring more than 
20 years of Airsoft experience to full use and 
show how it can be done.

When the world renowned arms manufacturer 
CZ in the Czech Republic introduced us to the 
CZ Scorpion EVO 3 A1 while it was still under 
development we immediately saw its potential 
as a Proline Airsoft gun with its futuristic design 
and lightweight construction.

Being a company in the Airsoft business in  
Denmark – a country with one of the longest  
histories of Airsoft in Europe, ASG has a long 
record of attracting Airsoft players, weapon  
enthusiasts and highly skilled engineers to join 
our team. When the ideas of the EVO 3 A1  
project was presented to the team, there was  
no doubt that our combined skills and experience 
more than matched those of the usual manufac-
turers, so we decided to continue developing and 
manufacturing the Airsoft gun until it satisfied 
our demands. We’re finally proud to present the 
first AEG both developed and manufactured in 
Denmark/Europe – the CZ Scorpion EVO 3 A1.

When we at ASG set about to develop 
and build the EVO 3 A1 we recognized 
the opportunity to redesign the heart 
of any AEG, the gearbox. Our goal was 
to make it as near-to indestructible as 
possible, while still being affordable, 
easy to maintain and upgrade. 

By strengthening well known weak 
spots, simplifying the mechanics and in-
corporating electronics we have arrived 
at a result that we believe will set a 
new standard in the Airsoft industry.

” It’s in  
the details”



The Airsoft version of the CZ Scorpion  
EVO3 A1 has been developed and built by  
ActionSportGames to bring the Airsoft player  
as close to the experience of handling the real 
EVO 3 A1 as possible.  Where the standard in 
Airsoft is to replicate the exterior in appearance 
only, the EVO 3 A1 has even replicated func-
tioning parts and the sturdy toughness of the 
real thing. Besides its many unique features, 
the EVO 3 A1 still offers the standards found  
on other Airsoft guns, allowing players to 
customize and upgrade their gun.

Links:
Discover more about the
CZ Scorpion EVO 3 A1 online:
www.actionsportgames.com
www.actionsportgames.com/evo3a1
#evo3a1 #teamasg #actionsportgames

The 
specifications
CZ Scorpion EVO 3 A1
EU version Ref. 17831
M95 version Ref. 17832 
US version Ref. 50091

 

Magazine, 75 rds., 3-pack
Ref. 17844 

Hop-up Velocity
ms/fps Energy Weight (g) Length (mm)

Length  
folded (mm)

Barrel (mm)
Mag. 

capacity

EU version  ref. 17831 Adjustable 120 (394) 1,4 2400 623 425 208 75

M95 version ref. 17832 Adjustable 95 (312) 0,9

http://www.actionsportgames.com
http://www.actionsportgames.com/evo3a1


Attention to detail
Even the small spring that locks the fire 
selector in its position, has gone through 
a detailed design optimization process, to 
ensure that not only function but sound and 
feel, is crisp and clear, so identification of 
fire mode is easy.

Larger support surface
By increasing the thickness of the gear box 
we have increased the support surface for 
the piston, eliminating wobble. This ensures 
that even a worn piston will stay in place 
during stress situations – keeping optimal 
contact with the sector gear. Extensive  
testing has shown that overall friction does 
not increase with the larger surface area.

Designed for strength 
We designed the gearbox to fully encase 
the cylinder, thus eliminating the typical 
stresspoints seen on version 2 and 3  
gearboxes – making the gearbox able  
to withstand powerful upgrades, and  
providing a long lifespan.



Empty magazine detection
Functional bolt lock
Metal flash-hider
Easy power change
Removable folding stock
Reduced BB spill
Genuine 3-shot burst
Multiple sling mounts
Functional charging handle
Ambidextrous controls
Fast reloading
Battery monitoring
Super lightweight and compact design
Integrated standard size rails
CNC machined outer barrel
Innovative construction
Crisp trigger response 
Failure detection
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